
How to recall the exam?
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Although I said that it is possible to fix anything, however, however, it is often your score for the
exam is your objective level of knowledge. If, as they say, you do not pull for more, then my advice
to you is not to suffer yourself. Errors are all. Believe me, to reckon, what you can hardly understand
- this is long, you need and is often useless.

However, if you are exactly sure that your Evaluation for the exam is a simple misunderstanding if
you feel that you have a great material, then feel free to go to renovate the exam. Similar estimated
not a place in your diploma! And then the most interesting thing begins ...

How to facilitate learning or lever effect

As you already, probably, you understand, just like that you will not give you the exam. In many
universities, there is simply no such document (or procedures) of renovation, let's say, the fourths on
the top five. In order to vain this operation, it is necessary to prepare a bridgehead that will allow you
to complete everything successfully.

In order to revoke the exam, we will need:

1) the consent of the teacher for reducing;

2) good connections with document readers;

3) Your charm and knowledge on the subject.

First of all, you must negotiate with the teacher about that you have the opportunity to revise the
exam. Usually, if you are a good student who is good to learn, teachers go to meet and allow you to
try to re-pass the exam.

How to stop afraid of exams?

Most of all arises problems with the document. After all, everything you rent and how you will be
stored in your Document Cabinet. There are so necessary exams of the examinations (statements),
in which the estimates of your group on a specific subject are set.

You need to negotiate with the documents about that she gives you a clean examination form and
form with the completed exam results in order for the teacher to rewrite a new examination list with
the estimate necessary for you.
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excellent mark

As you understand, to turn this case, you will need very good relationships, both with the document
reader and with the teacher ourselves. The success of this event depends on how much you did
before that helped these people in solving their problems. Here you have a non-Metoging in action.
If you do not know what kind of nonmaturging is, I advise you to read this article: What is
Networking?

If you manage to agree with the documents, and you still get a clean and completed examination
sheet, then the matter will remain for small. Now you only need to prepare to prepare and the
desired score in your pocket.

You may ask, what to do with a trick? After all, there is an old estimate in the tile, it will not be lazy ...
how to be here? Everything is simple! For these cases, documents have the following operation. In
principle, any teacher knows about her, but I will tell you so that you also knew.

Duck here, everything you need to make the teacher in your credit book is to cross your previous
rating, and write a new one next. At the same time, the teacher is necessary in the brackets to write
the phrase "corrected to believe" and sign. Everything! Problems with a credit book as it did not
happen.

Corrected to believe

How to pass the first session?

And also, the Council for the future. After you correct your assessment, take the examinations (new
and old) documents and pass the trick. At the same time, about what you did better do not
specifically spread, but best - not to spread at all.

Why do you need extra rumors about the fact that you did not quite legally relocate the exam? Let it
be your little secret - the secret, about the existence of which only the teacher, documents and you
are known.

Conclusion: In this article I told you about how to recall the exam.

As I spoke at the very beginning, the procedure described above is designed mainly to those cases
when you want to recall your triples and fourths. To carry out a negative, you will need a good
relationship with your teacher and document readers of your university.

What if I do not understand the teacher?

In order for you in your head clearly postponed the transaction scheme, I will write for you a small
algorithm of how to recall the exam.



Algorithm Removal Exam:
1) agree on relocating with the teacher;

2) agree on providing you with a document reader for clean and completed examination sheets
(statements);

3) prepare for relocation;

4) fix the old estimate for a new one and rewrite a statement in a new way (taking into account your
assessment);

5) Rejoice in the successful completion of the event.


